Agenda of the 26th Meeting of the CEVNI Expert Group

3 October 2017, Room S4, Palais des Nations, Geneva
14:00-18:00

I. Adoption of the minutes of the twenty-fifth meeting.

II. General exchange of information.

III. Amendment proposals to Articles 6.31 and 7.08.
Document: CEVNI EG/2017/6

IV. Aligning provisions of CEVNI and SIGNI.
Document: CEVNI EG/2017/8

V. Amendment proposals concerning vessels using LNG as a fuel.
Document: ECE/TRANS/SC.3/2017/8

VI. Amendment proposal concerning the standard for a LNG bunker checklist.

VII. Amendment proposals that may emanate from amendments to Articles 1.07, 4.07, 7.06, 12.01, annex 7 and a new annex 12 of to the Police Regulations for the Navigation of the Rhine and to Articles 1.01 and 9.05 of the Police Regulations for the Navigation of the Mosel.
Document: ECE/TRANS/SC.3/2017/10

VIII. CEVNI Status document and updating Chapter 9 on the basis of the questionnaire on regional and national special requirements filled-in by Governments.

IX. Other business.

X. Next meeting.